DM8 Pro Kit
PROFESSIONAL FIVE-PIECE ELECTRONIC DRUMSET

PERFECT SOUND, FEEL, LOOKS, AND DURABILITY ALL AT A PERFECT PRICE

Perfect. It’s a word that’s thrown around a lot these days. But with the DM8 Pro Kit, you might just find it. The Alesis development team painstakingly examined all aspects of what makes a kit the best possible choice – all with the goal of creating the perfect electronic drumset. If you imagine sound, feel, looks, durability, and price as the faders on a mixer, the DM8 Pro Kit is the perfect mix.

The DM8 Pro Kit features the barrier-shattering DM8 high-definition drum module with Dynamic Articulation™. Our latest drum module in a line now spanning 20 years, the DM8 builds on the success of the top-of-the-line DM10. The DM8 shares the DM10’s essential architecture, including playback of genuine recordings of real drums and cymbals and advanced Dynamic Articulation™ multi-samples.

The DM8 Pro Kit is the first electronic drumset with 16-inch Ride and 14-inch Crash cymbal pads, and it’s also Alesis’ first kit with large, 12-inch snare and floor-tom pads. The DM8 Pro Kit features Alesis’ RealHead drum pads and DMPad Cymbals.

Drummers know that hardware can make or break a kit. That’s why we carefully considered every element in designing the DM8 Pro Kit’s StageRack. This rugged, four-post rack features 1 1/2-inch metal tubes for universal compatibility and sturdiness. The clamps on the StageRack adjust with large wingscrews for easy, tool-less adjustments with no drumkey needed. And boom/straight-convertible cymbal arms mount in the vertical rack down-tubes for optimum flexibility in cymbal positioning.

Check out the DM8 Pro Kit at your Alesis dealer today.

FEATURES

- DM8 high-definition drum module with over 750 Dynamic Articulation™ sounds
- RealHead 8”, 10”, and 12” drum pads with tension-adjustable drumheads
- 12” dual-zone Snare, 8”, 10”, and 12” Toms, and 8” Kick, which works with single and double pedals (sold separately)
- DMPad 12”, 14”, and 16” multi-zone cymbal pads with natural motion
- 16” 3-zone Ride with choke, 14” Crash with choke, 12” Hi-Hat with RealHat continuous pedal
- StageRack with four-post design, integrated cymbal booms, and wingbolt-adjustable clamps
- StageRack comes with convertible boom/straight cymbal arms, mounted in the downtubes
- Premium instrument library multi-sampled from real drums and cymbals
- Play along with tracks and record yourself with the three-part sequencer
- Mix input for practicing with external music players
- USB-enabled for tracking and programming with virtually all music software